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Underground Guide To
Survival in law School
by Harold C. Gordon
'The first thing we do let's kill al/ the lawyers. n
-Shakespeare
INTRODUCTION:
Back in the olden days (before even the
pre-ecological era) when substantial areas of the
world remained unexplored, imaginative
rnaprnakers would bridge existing gaps with the
cheery legend "HERE BEE MONSTERS." This
quaint device neatly describes the apprehension
experienced by many fledgling law students as
they enter law school-an apprehension which the
National Law Center deliberately makes no real
effort to dispel. Whether this attitude is a form of
benign neglect of the "you're-a-freethinking-
adult-college-graduate-sink-or-swim" variety or a
diabolical effort to disarm students by keeping
them too befuddled to organize any effort for
collective self-defense is uncertain. However, the
absence of any really meaningful orientation
program has prompted th is author to offer (for
what they are worth) a few hopefully instructive
remarks on the art of survival in law school.
CHAPTER ONE: THE CARE AND FEELING
OF LAW PROFESSORS
Law professors, as a general rule, are deeply
sensitive creatures; they take their greatness
seriously and expect their students to do the
same. The ego of the typical law professor has
never been adequately measured but on a
comparative professional scale it would fall
somewhere between that of a bullfighter and an
opera diva. The typical law professor thinks he is
Plato, Clarence Darrow, and Jack Parr rolled into
one and in some cases he is just that. In most
cases, however, he is just inhumanly conceited.
This conceit is the primary reason why the
Socratic method-or a perversion of it-is the
prevailing method of instruction at the National
Law Center. Here, as in ancient Athens, the
hapless pupil is drawn into a game of twenty
questions by some raunchy Socrates, but in this
instance it is the instructor's amusement rather
than the student's enlightenment which is the
ultimate objective. This sort of humiliation is best
borne with good grace for the simple reason that
payment of tuition does not guarantee you the
right to have your individual dignity respected. It
does help to remember, however, that if the
conceited bastard persently rediculing your
efforts was really as smart as he thinks he is he
would be making $75,000 a year in private
practice and not gratifying his ego at your
expense.
CHAPTER TWO: BRIEFING THE CASES
Briefing cases is the great chimera for the
incoming law student and it is needlessly so. It
amounts to nothing more than a careful reading
of the case and the notation of its most
significant points; generally it does not require a
tedious repetition of the factual background.
Casebook summaries (the so-called "canned
briefs") are readily available but the prudent
student will avoid relying upon them jf for no
other. reason than that they are not always
reliable: they do contain errors, they are easily
outdated, and the publishers are not above
ripping you off to turn a quick undeserved
profit-ejnst as law professors are not above
assigning their own books in their courses for the
same purpose.
There is.: however, a better reason to avoid
reliance on such devices: namely, the danger of
emerging from three years of law school a legal
eunuch. Ambrose Bierce once defined a lawyer as
a person skilled in circumventing the law. That is
precisely what he is; and manipulating the law,
like any other vocational skill, requires practice.
Therefore, the sooner one is exposed to the
general. idiocy of" the legal language, to the
death-defvinq persistence of archaic Latin and
French maxims in legal jargon, and to the
penchant of learned jurists for drawing wildly
improbable conclusions from the simplest and
most obvious of premises, the sooner one will
master the art. Also, the more worthless gems of
wisdom one will acquire and the more silly
questions one will be seriously expected to reflect
upon. As Justice William O. Douglas recently
inquired in his eloquent dissent in Sierra Club v.
Morton: "Who knows what revelations might lie
in the cells of the black-back gorilla nesting in his
eyrie this moment in the Virunga Mountains of
Rwanda?" Who indeed?
This is not to say, however, that law summaries
are not without a certain limited value: at times
they can be useful tools for study and review.
While law professors will uniformly warn students
away from any exposure to them whatsoever, in
some cases that is because they fear discovery.
(This is not the kind you will learn about second
semester in Civil Procedure.) Having made
surreptitious use of these publications themselves,
they are understandably loath to have their trade
secrets exposed. (Just for fun, keep a check list
on the number of classroom hypotheticals posed
by your professor which are drawn almost
SeeSURVIVAL, p. 3
Fear & Loathing
In Washington
by Ned Kiley
Many of you are coming to the National Law Center after having
lived in D.C. or attended college here. You people have already
formed opinions about this city and I doubt that anything I say will
alter tnern in the least. This article, then, is directed to those of you
who, like me, begin their law school educati~n and their
relationship with Washington at the same time.
The population of the nation's capital, at last count, was nearly
1,000,000. Despite this figure, though, Washington is not a city -
it's just a small town with a great deal of people. This fact is the
most important to keep in mind as you begin living here. Nearly
everyone here is from that "small town" environment you read
about - Main Street U.S.A. These people brought with them to
Washington all their small town attitudes about sex and conduct,
and their small town prejudices and narrow-mindedness.
This concept of smallness may seem difficult to accept for
someone whose knowledge of D.C. is limited to an occasional visit
and media reports. It may also be especially hard, considering that
the city is 80% black. However, in my two years here, I've found
that it makes no difference where you travel - the Northeast
section or Georgetown - you'll find an overabundance of "just
folks." Many will be affecting a big city sophistication, but you'll
.find they're folks just the same.
With this in mind, "making it" in Washington should be an easy
task if you're arriving here from a small town atmosphere. But if
you're coming in from the New York area,as I did, or from Philly,
Chicago, L.A. or any of the "real" cities there are going to be
problems, with the people themselves and with the city as a whole.
The point of this article is to give you some idea of what these
problems are.
Nearly everyone down here (or up here, as the case may bel. be
he freek or politician, is very personal in their attitudes and
reactions to other people. What I mean by this is that they react on
a very personal basis, whether they know you or not. You will be
liked or· disliked on the basis of how you dress, what kind of car
you drive, and how you pronounce your vowels, There is no
rationality to this behavior, and it's difficult to explain. It's almost
as if everyone here is acting out some sort of role that could have
been drawn up as a sequel to Alice in Wonderland. This, however, is
not to say that there are no real people in Washington - there are.
It's just difficult to find them.
I suppose something should be said here concerning the suburbs
and those who inhabit them. For the most part their attitudes
parallel those of District residents, indeed, many are themselves
former residents. Two additional factors, however, should be noted
in evaluating these denizens of the Beltwav.The first is that a great
many of them live in the suburbs out of abject fear: fear for their
lives, tear.for their children's education and welfare, and fear for the
value of their property. Coupled with the fear is the fact that they
spend half their lives in automobiles, fighting their way in and out
of the city over the worst planned highway and bridge system in
modern times. These two facts make for very bilious personalities
. and make it almost impossible to understand and communicate with
these people, unless of course you're one of them.
Thus far, this rambling analysis has attempted to give you a
picture of the metropolitan population. If it seems at all incoherent
it's because in two years I have been unable to fathom how so many
people, living together and having to depend on one another, can be
so narrow and small in their lifestyles and so insulated from
humanity. Sure, other cities have their public indifference and
apathy, but here in D.C. it has become a concerted, conscious effort
not to care.
This small town personality that Washingtonians seem to have
acquired (or retained as the case may bel is carried over into the
governing processes of the city on the part of both Congress and
what loosely passes for a local government here. An excellent
example are the building codes and zoning Jaws which encourage
the destruction of a!1 structures more than ten years old, and their
replacement with glass and alumninum incubators, while enforcing a
law which limits the size of all buildings to the height of the Capitol
dome. A further illustration is the local police departments' (which
number an even dozen if you count District, federal, state, county
and municipal forces) paranoia over mass demonstrations contrasted
with their almost complete indifference towards more serious
crimes such as rape. What this shows again is this small town
atmosphere which surrounds Washington, this incredible
overemphasis on appearances. The city, through its government, like
its people, is preoccupied with making Washington look good while
See FEAR, p. 2
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ew,More Subtle, Sex
ios Civaracterizes NLC
by Katherine Mazzaferri
People's experiences and reactions to law school differ as much as
e personalities involved. For some, law school is just what they
pected it to be, an extension of college, and for others law school
a drasti~ chanqe, I fall into the latter category. I attended a large
stern university and had a very liberal arts background. Just about
If of my professors were women. As a matter of fact the two
ofessors I admired most were women. I went to college in a field -
ere women constituted a majority. If someone had asked me
out sex discrimination at the university, I would have had to
ply that it wasn't evident to me. That was not the case at the
ational Law Center. I first became aware that women applicants
id students appeared to be getting different treatment sometime
Jring my first year at the National Law Center. At that time the
acement Office had among other things sex-segregated job
lvertisements on the Stockton Hall bulletin board. (E.G.
deal job for a female law student or law wife.") This type of
lvertising is generally prohibited by Title VII of the Civil Rights
ct of 1964.
Looking around, I discovered that there were other sexist policies
effect. For example, for the year 1970-71 the ratio of female to
ale applicants in the law school was approximately seven to one
rd yet there was only a token recruitment program for women in
fect. Efforts were made by women to remedy that, but for the
ost part, the administration's position was left unaltered.
Women went to Dean Kramer complaining of obscene and
fensive comments made to women by professors in and out of the
assroorn. Dean Kramer was truly surprised and shocked at the
nduct of the lawyers on his staff. He admonished the professors.
Some professors manifest their insecurities by making rude jokes
out Women's Liberation. Perhaps the laughter of some of the
31e students is a manifestation of their insecurities. To women it is
nply offensive.
Something else women talked about were the hypotheticals used
the classrooms. Men are featured as lawyers, plaintiffs, and
fendants while women are portrayed as child-like wives and
nwits. It is bad enough being taught by nearly all male professors
d being surrounded by a largely male class, but it is worse
ffering through hypotheticals where the woman is never an
elligent human being and the ultimate insult is having to listen to
~ sexual problems of various professors which are reflected in
eir lewd ramblings during class. While some professors have
mded their ways, others remain still incapable of comprehending
~ problem.
There is a caveat to all of this. Dean Kramer is the one male
ofessor I had who not only treated the sexes equally in the
.ssroorn, but who also discontinued use of the generic "he". (The
neric "he" must be a linguistic myth because persons who insist
using "he" throughout their conversations invariably slip in a
re" when discussing a secretary or a nurse. If "he" were really
leric it would serve for all pronouns. Therefore, when a person
lS "he", she or he generally means a male.) Dean Kramer always
ss the term "he or she" when referring to plaintiffs, defendants,
ornevs, etc. Any professor having difficulty mastering the
ncept ought to sit in on a class offered by the Dean.
The c1as~room atmosphere is highly annoying, but it is only the
fo the Iceberg. It is (or at least it should beone of the easier
ngs to correct. Perhaps I am overly cynical, but I cannot believe
It t~e N LC ~as really begun to purge itself of its myopic
wpomt regardmg women lawyers.
Discrimination becomes more subtle as the discriminator
.ornes more familiar with the problem. For example, in 1972
re were no longer any sex-segregated job listings made by the
cement Office, but women were being referred to secretarial
IS while men were referred to jobs more commensurate with the
Is of law stud nets. Complaints made by women through the
per channels were futile.
rhe N LC changes slightly when pressured by women. However
[or changes are motivated by attempts to conform to the law and
rrts to avoid embarrassing law suits. And the law, slow to change
I develop, has only just begun to grow in this area.
Manaferri graduared from the NLC in 1972 and is presently
rAmg for the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in
~ington,D.C.
Clinical law Picture Same:
Few Jobs, little Support
behind the programs of other
innovative law schools, and only
G. W. law students are
penalized--when they realize that
the opportunity to learn in the
actual practice of law is reserved
to a select minority of students.
It is the hope of the Legal Aid
Bureau to recommend practical
alternatives to the present
situation.Programs of other law
schools will be analyzed,
compared and published in this
paper. However, the real
necessity for the future of
clinical legal education, is a
commitment on the part of the
law school to the idea that
students can learn in a
courtroom as well as in a
classroom.
by John Kern
If you were counting on some
practical legal experience this
year, the chances are that you
can get it .- but you will be
competing with hundreds of
other law studnets for a limited
number of "quality" positions.
The Legal. Aid Bureau is
handling an all-time high number
of law students who are
unwilling to spend their three
years in a classroom. Channeling
students into fifteen different
programs, the Bureau granted
over three hundred hours of
credit last year, and expects that
number to increase this year.
To handle the increase, the
programs have been divided into
four "divisions" with a director
coordinating the overall work in Criminal
each area. The bigger programs Heldman]
now have two directors instead A-l. Attorney Assistance:
of one, just to handle the [David Coleman, Peggy Ellen].
administrative load of the Students are assigned to a
numbers of students. private attorney acting as
However, the real crush is on defense counsel for indigents
the . programs where quantity accused of crime. a.
cannot be increased. Investigation' Factual
Students-In- Court received an investigation for trail. (1,2,3). b.
all-time high number of T rial Assistant: Reasarch,
applications - last spring, and to pre-trial motions, and trial.
the many students who could (1,2,3). c. Appellate Assistant:
not get into the program because Reasarch, Appellate brief. (2,3).
of lack of positions, there is A-2. Public Defender Service:
little alternative. The demand [Cary Feldman, Linda Kurjan,
for a clinical experience has Lou Freernan.] Students are
simply outstripped the ability of assigned to a PDS attorney for
t h eo stu den t - fun d ed, criminal defense work. a.
student-administered Legal Aid Investigation: Factual
Bureau. investigation for trail. (1,2,3). b.
As much as student directors Clerkship: Research, pre-trial
give of their own time in motions, trial. (2,3, limited.) c.
assuring the quality of the first S1. Eli zabeth's Hospital:
and second year programs, the Representation in mental health
third year, trial practice hearings. (2,3).
programs require a commitment A-3. United States Attorney:
of money and faculty manpower [Peter Bergman]; Students are
that the law school assigned to an Assistant U.S.
administration is not yet ready Attorney to work as a legal
to channel into a specific intern. a. Clerkship: Research,
program. What this means in the pre-trial motions, trial in the
future, is that more and more following areas: Criminal Trial
law students will be simply Unit, Major Crimes Unit
unable to get into court "Iring (Organized Crime). Fraud Unit
their third year. (white collar crime). Special
G.W. has long enjoyed a Proceedings Unit, and Grand
national reputation for its Jury and Appellate Sections.
clinical law programs.' This (2,3, Limited].
reputation has been based on the Civil Division: [Jim Phillips]
work of individual professors B·l. American Civil Liberties
and students who have Union: [Hertha Adelson, Hank
conceived ideas' for practical Breiteneicherl Students are
programs .and carried them assigned to an ACLU attorney.
through to fruition --all on their a. Investigation: Investigation,
own initiative, and without selection, and preparation of
substantive financial help on the possible cases for civil liberties
part of the University. litigation. (1,2,3) b. Special
You oay $87.50 pay credit Projects: Such as "mayday"
hour. The Legal Aid Bureau litigation tapes, survey of
receives none of this money for availability of legal services,
t he administration or conditions in D.C. jail, drug
improvement of its clinical search warrants. (1,2,3)
programs, with the exception of B-2. Neighborhood Legal
a small amount of funding to the Services: [Art Bailey] Students
consortium, Students-In-Court are assigned to an NLS Attorney
program.· The Legal Aid Bureau in a storefront office. a.
granted credit hours worth over 1 Clerkship: Students handle the
$26,250.00 last year, while it full range of civil problems of
ran on a small budget from the the poor in the District of
SBA, and free· student Columbia. (2,3, limited).
administration. How is it B-3. Meaningful Assistance to
possible to expect a program of the Neighborhood: [Ruth
quality clinical instruction for Weinstein] Students work out
the great numbers of students of the Legal Aid Bureau Office.
desiring it, when you are willing A. Legal Aid: Students handle
to pay almost nothing for it? client-contact, research, and
It is beyond the time when disposition referral of legal
the National Law Center must problems of the poor and or
make a commitment of both inmates. (1,2,3).
men and money to its program Legal Education Division:
of clinical legal education Its C-l. Law Students in
. previously-deserved reputation Corrections: [Marty Katz] Law
for clinical law is fast falling Students work with D.C. area
Division: [Jim
attorneys at the Lorton
Correctional Facility, at halfway
houses, and at S1. Elizabeth's
Hospital. a. Instructor: Students
teach a specific area of law to
inmates. (1,2,3) b. Counselor:
Students work with individual
inmates on legal problems.
(1,2,3).
Legal Teaching: Law students
teach in high schools or to
groups of. area adults. a.
Instructor: Students either.
develop a specific area of law of
interest ot the group or give
general information regarding
legal rights. 0,2,3).
Military Law: Students work
with the Washington Area Draft
and Military Law Panel, [Gary
Bagliebter] . (1,2,3) a.
Counselor: Students advise
individuals of their rights under
law or the UCMJ and refer for
legal assistance where necessary.
C-4 Police Court Observation:
[Pierce Kelly, Ed Sussman]; a.
Police Observation: Students
ride with D.C. Police Officers in
squad car for a routine tour af
duty. (1,2,3). b. Court
Observation: Students sit at the
bench and observe a day in court
from the CJther' side. (1,2,3).
Trail Practice Division:
D-1. Students In Court:
[Chris Kohnl . Students act a
counsel for indigents in court.
(3, limited.) a. Civil:
Landlord-Tennant and Small
Claims ($750) Courts. b.
Criminal: a new program on
limited misdemeanors.
D-2. U.S. Attorney: [Peter
Bergman]. (3, limited). a.
Misdeanor Trial: Students try
petty misdemeanors. b.
Appellate Argument: Students
prepare brief and give oral
argument.
D-3. Prince George's County
Attorney: (Sandy Lindenbaum]
(3, limited). Students act as
prosecutors in all phases of.
crminal work.
D-4. Montgomery .Country
Public Defender: Students try
cases' under the supervision of
the public defender and private
attorneys. (3, limit)
Fear, Continued
neglecting the city's soul - for
appearance sake.
Having read thus far, you are
probably getting the idea that
Washington is a relatively shit
place to live. It's not really, for
there are many very real, very
human people and places here -
oddly enough also attributable
to its small town-ness. You'll
find them scattered all over the
area, if you just have the
patience to look. Actually, there
is so much that makes D.C.
worth living in that it's a shame
that the "face" it wears turns so
many people off right from the
start.
Many are going to call this
article unfair inasmuch as I've
spent most of this space
bad-mouthing Washington. What
I've tried to do, though, is to
provide sort of a warning to
those who may get a bad first
impression and take that as the
way it really is. But as I've said,
there are many good things here
and I think I'll just let you find
them, armed with this article, on
your own.
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Gallery
by Mark
Samuelson
From page 11
Feminists Establish Center For Women
The Women's Center offers
women an opportunity to help
themselves and other women
become independent of
men oriented services and to
begin to build a community of
women.
their own divorce and prepare a
pamphlet on how to do
uncontested divorces. In the area
of contested divorces where a
woman has a lawyer, the group
will help a woman deal with
lawyer by informing her of her
The Employemnt
Discrimination Group plans to
counsel women about how to
recognize sex discrimination in
employment and how to fight it.
The women have already started
to counsel women who come to
them with complaints of sex
discrimination and have helped
file a charge against Giant Food
Corp. on behalf of bakery
department managers who are all
women. If interested, contact
Elinor Bachrach, (h) 330-0083.
The Domestic Relations
Group is giving instruction in the
areas of support, custody,
annulment, divorce, and legal
separation concentrating on D.C.
law with an eventual expansion
to Maryland and Virginia law. In
the area of uncontested divorces,
the group will help women do
rights. Also, they will help
women begin to build a life of
her· own by referring her to
community resources like
welfare, medicaid, etc. If
i nte rested contact Jackie
Newman (h) 868-3054.
applications and writing letters
to each creditor explaining
feminist objections to the
format of the applications. In
addition, the group provides
counseling and paralegal and.
legal services for women who are
denied credit cards, loans or
mortgages and who appear to be
creditworthy. Petitions to
various government agencies will
be written requesting
promulgatiun of regulations
prohibiting sexdiscrimination in
banking practices, and surveys of
local mortgages brokers and
saving and loan associations
concerning policies toward
women applicants will be taken.
If inteseted in working on this
project or receiving counseling,
contact 5haryn Campbell
460-3608.
law SchoolSurvival •In
From p. 1
verbatim from Ziontz or Gilberts; it is an
infallible litmus test of his professional standards
and integrity.) The morality of charging a student
$75 per credit hour for what he could get from a
$7 pamphlet is one of the reasons why legal ethics
are rarely discussed in class.
CHAPTER THREE: EXAMINATIONS
Law SChool examinations are the last surviving
vestige of the ancient Anglo-Saxon Trial by
Ordeal. However, until they are finally deemed
cruel and unusual punishment by the Supreme
Court we appear to be stuck with them. After
being reduced to writing his own examinations in
crayon, this author feels he has only three
suggestions to offer on the taking of law
examinations:
1) Copy your student ID nu mber in large clear
numerals on the front cover of your blue book.
2) Write neatly and legibly.
3) Leave margins.
CHAPTER FOUR: THE BOOKSTORE
In the basement of the Student Center there
exists a sort of institutionalized church bazaar
which is hilariously referred to as the GW
Bookstore. There, one may purchase soap,
candles, No-Doz, monogrammed T-shirts, bird
seed, sealing wax, kitty litter, rat poison-almost
anything except one's required textbooks.
Indeed, understocking required texts is its all-time
favorite profit-losing technique. In the case of
first year law students it is more than
incompetent-it is spiteful: delays of up to two
weeks on required books have been reported.
Your best bets are Lerner's (at 6th and E NW)
and the handy Washington Law Book Company
(at 20th and Eye, only a block from the NLC).
There, you are not only assured of getting your
books but frequently you may get a bargain on
them.
GONGL USION:
The author fervently hopes that these brief
comments will serve to enlighten the first year
students and to amuse the rest, and that they will
continue to do so-even after they have caused his
expulsion from the National Law Center.
Remember, fledgling law students, you have a
public image to live up to; as Mark Twain so aptly
put it: "The strangest sight I ever saw was a
lawyer who had both hands in his own pockets."
So go to it, good luck, and may e ach and every
one of you make a bundle.
This Month's Activities
WOMAN'S LEGAL DEFENSE
Woman's Legal Defense Fund will hold a general membership
meeting and elect officers for the 1972-73 year, at 8 p.m. at the
National Law Center Room 10, September 19. All women are
invited.
ADVOCATE STAFF MEETING
The Advocate will hold a staff meeeting at 7 p.m. on September
7. The Advocate needs reporters, artists, cartoonists, regular
columnists, and any other help that you can offer. Meeting VIIi" be in
the Advocate office at Harlan Brewer House, 714 21st St., N.W.
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Gluttons Find Food for Thought
by Chip Clark
Well, a new year has begun,
and the most important fact that
you now must reckon with is the
fact that you have moved into a
new community. Today, you are
a foreigner among your
Washington neighbors, no doubt
a little bit anxious to find out
just who your real neighbors are.
School is not in any way
separated from our community,
as much of what goes on in the
community can add to and
increase you r enjoyment and
pleasure in our town. This short
article is meant to give you a
better idea of one aspect that'
will affect many of you in the
coming few years. For in the
Washington community there
has. developed over the past
three years a food co-op known
appropriately as G.LUT which
today services about 2000
people in the summer and as
many as 5000 in the winter.
GLUT operates entirely on a
'(
operating decisions. Of course,
most decisions are made by the
staff of six full time employees
who draw a weekly salary of
$70, for organizing the weekly
distri bution of food throughout
the city. Many other consumers
earn food credits by working
one day a week for a dollar an
hour at the Warehouse on
distribution days (Wednesday
and Thursday of each week).
Ordering food from the co-op
is not like shopping at Safeway,
it takes time (probably less in
the long ru n, but more con-
centrated on certain days) and
takes a certain dedication to
seekinq new ways of living in a
tired and worn out society.
People unwilling to invest their
energies in a new life style find
the co-op a bit trying at first, but
those people seeking better ways
to improve the quality of their
lives find the co-op an enriching
experience. The co-op takes
:i A ~
(.b
from 3:00 until 8:00 PM, Wed.
1:00 - 6:00 Thurs., and the
house doing pick-up for the
week goes to the warehouse to
pick up dairy products, produce,
natural meat, bread goods, and
canned and bottled goods. They
then take the order home, divide
it up, and call all the rest of the
houses to come and pick up
their next week's food. Another
house is designated for the next
week's pick-up, and the cycle
repeats itself. The only work
that a house has to do to pick up
its food in the coming weeks is
to get its food once on the night
of pick-up each week. Pretty
simple!
What have you gained by
working through the buying club
and buying. from GLUT?
Valuable things like: 1) you
meet your neighbors, learn to
rely on others fo r their
cooperation and learn to give
your cooperation when others
meats, bacon, and lamb. I almost
forgot, another special is day old
Pepperidge Farm bread for half
price and a series of whole grains
and non-preserved breads from a
Mennonite foundation known as
the Better Foods Foundation in
southern Pennsylvania.
So you still don't think you
can handle the buying clubs --
maybe you are new and don't
know enough people to form a
club, and maybe you're
reluctant to ask the people
across the street. Well, we also
have centers which sell food on
the same basis as the warehouse,
but which accepts individual
orders with no minimum. You
pay fifty cents for a center
membership and agree to
volunteer to work once a month
(one person from each house)
and the services of the center are
yours. Take a check and find out
where the nearest center is to
you -- there is one in Healy
Building at Georgetown
University, one at the Church of
the Pilgrims at 23rd and PSt.
near Dupont Circle, and one in
College Park, and Tacoma Park.
Hopefully, we will find
someone who in interested in
restarting centers near George
Washington, Howard, and
American Universities:they are
open from 5-7 PM on Thursdays, .
(YUM, near Catholic U., Wed.,
5-7 PM), and they can give you
any information you need about
forming a buying club or joining
a center.
No doubt, some of you
wonder what sort of input the
consumer can really have in an
organization such as this one.
More than you may suspect.
Many of the items of the 320
that are sold weekly have been
suggested by consumers. On the
initiative of the consumers, a
monthly dry good run, has been
set up where the clubs
themselves operate a program
for purchasing such items as
light bulbs, paper products,
tampax, canned foods, organic
cleansing products, castille
soaps, and many other goods
cost plus 15% basis, and its
prices tend to be below even the
price of Safeway and the other
discount food chains in the
Washington area. And no one
anywhere can complain about
the high quality of the food sold
by this co-operative --- many feel
it carries the highest quality and
greatest percentage of organic
produce and health grains
available in the area at prices
that cannot be met anywhere
else in the Washington or
suburban areas. But more of the
particulars later, first let me let
you in on the theory behind the
food co-op itself.
Washington has developed in
the past few years one of the
most advanced Free
Communities on the East coast.
Today, a series of collectives
operate co-operative services for
the Free Community in such
areas as food distribution, the
Free Clinic, Switchboard ( an
information service ), a job
co-op, and various free schools
and run-away houses. All, of
course, are autonomous, but all
united in their belief that
co-operation and not
competition should be the basis
of a free economic and social
community. GLUT is three years
old, now servicing Washington
D.C. through a network of
buying clubs, (food purchasing
collectives), several distribution
centers throughout the city, and
a warehouse in Mt. Ranier Md.,
one of Washington's suburbs.
What distinguishes Glut from
almost any other co-operative in
the United Stares is that its
meetings are open to the public
.u .ill times. and anyone who
co.isidcr s himself J Glut
c.vnsurncr hJS the fight to vote in
modern life and injects a bit of
the old market place atmosphere
into its food distribution. All
buying is done a week in
advance -- both ordering and
paying -- and in all cases the
consumer will have to put some
times into collective work each
month in order to keep the show.
rolling. Let me explain the
operation of co-op and you'll see
what I mean.
Most of the purchasing from
the Coop is done through buying
clubs which are in fact consumer
collectives. A buying club is a
group of houses which buys
from GLUT in minimum weekly
orders of $50. Each house
separately fills out an order form
a week in advance, and then in a
rotating schedule each house has
a turn at collating the individual
house orders into a buying club
master, usually turned into the
co-op under an assumed name
such as Doof, Id, Grapes of
Wrath, or Funky Mustard. All
orders and accompanying money
must be turned in at the
warehouse between 11 :30 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m. each Sunday
afternoon before food pickup on
Wed. or Thurs. of the coming
week ( the buying clubs choose
their day ). The night before
pick-up the house doing the
order for the week goes to the
warehouse and "bags" -_._-that
is, they weigh out all the
individual orders of dry goods ---
including rye, wheat, and
unbleached .flour, cornmeal,
dried fruits, nuts of all varieties
(unsalted peanuts roasted,
uncooked cashews),
whole-wheat spaghetti, noodles,
beans, and many other items of
particular interest. On pick-up
days, the warehouse is open
both ecologically sound and
necessa ry to a city society.
You'll find these goods priced
below dry good outlets in town.
A consumer also had a large say
in a discussion about raising
prices last spring to meet costs,
prices which are intended to
drop in early Sept. as the
volumes swells from returning
students.
Sure, you've got to plan
ahead, but planning ahead allows
you to make choices about the
quality of your life, and in these
days that is an important choice
to make. Here, you can chose to
eat high quality goods as a
vegetarian or not and at prices
cheaper than the middle class
housewife can make them. At
the same time, the co-op offers
the opportunity to enter your
community as a worker, as an
intelligent consumer Who has his
own interests in mind, and you
will meet your neighbors. The
co-op also offers a bit of
ideological purity to the degree
that it is economically feasible --
we recycle plastic milk
contianers, quart and pint jars,
recycle all our paper wastes and
cardboard boxes, cornposte our
rotting and excess organic
garbage for the farm, work
co-operatively and collectively,
smile a lot, and believe that we
are the people, and the people
who count. We sell only local
iceberg lettuce (organic) or
union lettuce and grapes. Its nice
to know that collective idealism
has a place in the world of profit
taking and glory seeking, and it
is even greater to be a part of
that collective movement.
If you would like to get some
information about the Co-op
feel free to call the warehouse at
779-1978. Or stop by, at the
warehouse at 4005 34th street,
two blocks over the district line
into Mt Ranier Maryland out
Rhode Island Ave NE, or come
by. any of the centers during
their distribution hours and
check out their order forms and
procedures. And welcome to the
Washington Free Community.
o
"rely on you; 2) you participate
in an- area of life that directly
affects you .- food distribution --
you become your community as
you work in your community 3)
you buy food that is without
doubt the best food in the
Washington area at prices that
actually beat the chain stores.
You say so what, huh? Well
listen to this story about how
and where we get our food. The
dry goods are picked up at the
ports in New York City -- that
means right off the boat from
Africa for the most part. They are
largely unprocessed and retain
the flavor and healthy
ingredients that processed food
lacks. The produce is fresh -- it is
picked up at the east coast
railraod yards in Baltimore each
Tuesday night for Wednesday
and Thursday. In Baltimore the
produce is carefully scrutinized,
and for the most part there are
no "left-overs" of
"picked-through" produce to
have to choose. Its
good, as good as the chain
stores, because we buy it at the
same terminal which services
local Washington stores. A lot of
the produce is organic, grown on
the farm run by GLUT in
Pennsylvania and the organic
tomatoes come from a hot house
in Maryland.One of the special
buys at GLUT is the sale of.
"natural" beef·-beef from cattle
grown without hormones or
chemical growth factors. Even
the meat eaters find a treat at
home with GLUT. We sell a
wider variety of cheeses than
most delicatessens in the
Wa s h ington area, and
considerably cheaper than at
local prices. And we sell milk,
yogurt, juices, sliced luncheao ..n---'-============--==-- _
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BUT EVELYNWOOD GRADUATES CAN READ
It Sounds
Incredible
THE GODFATHER IN 64 MINUTES
At That Sft8ed, The 477 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.
You can do it, too. So far over 550,000 other people havedone it. Peoplewho
have different jobs, different lOs, different interests, different educations have
completed the course. Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These
people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent
educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speedwith equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them-even the slowest-now read
an average novel in less than two hours. They read an entire issue of Time or
Newsweek in 35 minutes. They don't skip or skim. They readevery word. They
use no machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how
fast they read. And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right! They
understand more. They remember more. They enjoy more. You can do the same
thing-the place to learn more about it is at a free speed rending lesson.
This is the same course President Kennedy had his Joint Chiefs of Staff take.
The staff of President Nixon completed this course in June 1970. The sameone
Senators and Congressmenhave taken.
Come to a Mini-Lesson and find out. It is free to you and you will leavewith a
better understanding of why it works. One thing that might bother you about
your reading speed is that someone might find out how slow it is. The
instructors at the Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Free Speed Reading lesson
will let you keep your secret. It's true We pi actice the first step to improved
reading at a Mini-Lesson and we will increaseyour reading speedon the spot, but
the results will remain your secret. Plan to attend a free Mini-Lesson and learn
that it is possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with comparable comprehension.
SCHEDULE OF FREEMINI-LESSONS
DATE TIME LOCATION DATE TIME LOCATION
SUNDAY 3 p.m, & MARRIOTT KEY BRIDGE HOTEL WEDNESDAY 8·p.m. BLAIR CLUB
September 10 8p.m. Rosslyn-Key Bridge, Arlington September 13 1220 East-WestHwy, Silver Spring
SUNDAY 3 p.m. & SHERATON SILVER SPRING HOTEL WEDNESDAY 3 p.m. & UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
September 10 s p.m. 8727 Colesville Road, Silver Spring September 13 8 p.rn, Newman Student Center
SUNDAY 3 p.rn, & QUALITY MOTEL-cOLLEGE PARK 4141 Guilford Drive, College Park
September 10 8 p.m. 7200 Baltimore Blvd. (Rt. 1), College Pk. • WEDNESDAY 3p.m.& GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
MONDAY 3 p.rn. & AMERICAN UNIVERSITY September 13 8 p.m. Concordia Church, 20th & G St5., N.W.
September 11 8 p.rn. Alpha Sigma Phi House, Washington WEDNESDAY 8p.m. LAKE ANNE-HALL
MONDAY 3 p.rn, & GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY September 13 Reston
• September 11 8 p.m. Concordia Church, 20th & G St5., N.W. WEDNESDAY 8 p.m. CHARTERHOUSE MOTEL
MONDAY 8 p.m. RAMADA INN September 13 Shirley Hvvy & Edsall Rd., Springfield
September 11 8400 Wisconsin Avenue, Bethesda THURSDAY 3 p.rn, & UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
MONDAY 8 p.rn. SOUTHGATE QUALITY MOTEL September 14 8 p.m, Newman Student Center
September 11 Shirley Hwy, Glebe Rd.. Arlington 4141 GUilford Drive, College Park
TUESDAY 3 p.m;& UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND THURSDAY 8 p.m. HOWARD JOHNSON'S-WHEATON
September 12 8 p.rn. Newman Student Center September 14 University Blvd. & Viers Mill Rd., Wheaton
4141 Guilford Drive, College Park
THURSDAY 8 p.m, HOLIDAY INN-GAITHERSBURG
TUESDAY 3 p.rn. & AMERICAN UNIVERSITY September 14 Montgomery Village Ave., Gaithersburg
September 12 8p.m. Alpha Sigma Phi House, Washington THURSDAY Bp.m. BLAIR CLUB
TUESDAY 8p.m. LANGLEY PARK HOT SHOPPE September 14 1220 East-WestHvvy, Silver Spring
September 12 New Hampshire Avenue & University SATURDAY 3 p.m, & MARRIOTT KEY BRIDGE HOTELBlvd., Langley Park September 16 8 p.m, Rosslyn-Key Bridge, Arlington
TUESDAY 8 p.m,
September 12 HOWARD JOHNSON'S-ALEXANDRIA SATURDAY 3 p.m. & RAMADA INN-BETHESDARt. 1 South & Beltway, Alexandria September 16 8p.m. 8400 Wisconsin Ave., Bethesda
TUESDAY 8 p.m, HOLIDAY INN-TYSON'S SATURDAY 3 p.rn, & STATLER HILTON HOTEL
September 12 1960 Chain Bridge Rd. (rt. 123), McLean September 16 8p.rn. 16th & K Sts., Washington
EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
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Editorial
Viet Nam
and the NLC
U.S. soldiers in Vietriam refer to America as "The
World." For them, everything which has meaning and
existence is 8000 miles away; the "Narn" is an unreal alien
place that must be endured for a year. For many of us at
the National Law Center, law school is no less an unreal
and alien place. Unreal because a formal legal education is
so dry and artificial, alien because the size of the school
and the nature of the casebook technique dehumanizes us
and makes each of :..IS into just another student I.D;
number. Our three years at NLC is very much like a tour
of duty in Vietnam; the only redeeming feature is that we
are unlikely to be killed. Like the soldiers in Vietnam, we
sweat out our time and yearn to get back to "The World."
Vietnam vets get hooked on Asian smack, we O.D. on
bennies, dex, diet pills, and coffee. Army PFCs in
Vietnam gun down their NCOs in their sleep or roll white
phosphorous grenades under their captain's bunk; we
graffitti-frag the law profs we hate in the privacy of a
toilet stall. The same pall of disillusionment and cynicism
seems to hang over Vietnam and our law school except
that, as law students, we can bring the troops home in the
individual sense and get back to the "world" by simply
walking across the street - there is no 8000 miles of
ocean dividing us from what we want.
The theme of th is orientation issue of the Advocate and
of the other issues to follow this year is that of the world
outside law school where sooner or later we must all find
our way. Concern with the world outside is a logical
extension of the Advocate's emphasis last year upon
clinical education. Clinical education is simply a legal
education outside of law school, education forged in the
"real world." The point we wish to make is that
opportunities for personal growth, whether legal or
nonlegal, exist in hundreds of places outside the law
school but literally at our back door. Whether the school's
admin istration has deemed it fit to affix a few credit
hours to the endeavor should really make little difference.
We know what we enjoy doing and we know those things
that help us to learn and if these activities somehow do
not qualify as certifiable "clinical education" we should
consider them no less a part of our education as some
time-barnacled casebook course we get spoon-fed four
times a week. So don't wait three disillusioning and
unhappy years to get back to the "world," it's all out
there waiting for you.
We hope that this issue of the Advocate will be
particularly useful to first year students, who are new to
the area, both as a guidebook to what is going on, and as a
kind of alternative to the orientation that you will receive
in the first few days that you are here. We have tried to
show you how you can have a good time in Washington
by telling you some of the opportunities for good eating
and entertainment within walking distance of the school.
There is good camping and bicycling not far away and we
have mentioned some of the excellent clinical law
programs offered by our own Legal Aid and by others. To
get back to the "world" you need only step outside the
classroom door.
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B.A.l.S.A. Plans Active Year
by Billy Threadgill
This year promises to be the
most productive for the George
Washington University
B.A.L.S.A. chapter. Goals and
objectives have been formulated,
tasks and assignments delineated,
and membership participation is
improving. We've pledged to
exceed last year's performance
when a number of programs and
services were introduced. In the
spirit of fulfilling our pledge,
additional programs and
innovations are planned for th is
year.
Our school year was ushered
in by B.A.L.S.A:s orientation
program. A week of activities
from August 28 through
September 2 were conducted
which enjoyed wide
participation by both incoming
and continuing students.
Activities included a tour of the
city (with particular attention
given to the various courts), a
reception featuring a welcoming
address by Professor Spencer
Boyer of Howard University and
C.L.E.O. Director, and sessions
designed to familarize
newcomers with The National
Law Center's educational
process. During the sessions,
entering students were
introduced to law school
materials and given. advice on
preparing for classes. The forty
six new students who
participated indicated that the
experience was most valuable,
and one highly appreciated.
B.A.L.S.A. is verv happy to
note that we were joined in
orientation activities by the La
Raza student organization.
Hispanic students actively
participated in the planning and
implementation of last week's
activities, Both groups take
special satisfaction in this
development. Prior efforts at
joint ventures have often been
unsuccessful because of minority
students' failure to develop and
maintain proper communication,
and because of impediments
placed between us by those bent
on preventing the development
of harmonious relations among
us. Both groups realize the
potential that solidarity offers
for improving our lot here, and
plan to work to realize that
potential.
The seminar series that
B.A.L.S.A. sponsored last year
will be repeated; hopefully our
efforts this year will be even
more successful than last year. A
speakers program is in the
planning stage: we hope to
schedule speakers from the D.C.
bar and Congress for the fall and
spring semester's.
B.A.l.S.A.'s primary
objective this year is to secure a
Black professor for the National
Law Center. In previous years
various attempts have been made
to encourage the administration
and the faculty to hire one.
Although presently the law
school has Black personnel who
perform teaching duties, there is
no full-time, regular faculty
member. Black students here
feel a particu lar need for a
professor who's sensitive to our
unique situation here. ln
addition, B.A.L.S.A. feels that
the greater law school
community would benefit from
the presence and participation of
a professor with the unique
insight into the affairs of the
school which only a Black
person could provide. We plan to
give the attainment of this goal
top priority on our list because
of its importance to us as Black
students and because we feel
that the recruitment of a
full-time, regular Black
professor is a development long
overdue. B.A.L.S.A. pledges a
concerted, full-fledged effort to
assist the administration and
faculty in securing an able
person to fill this need.
• Trade - Not a LifestyleLaw IS a
by Steve Clark
Two years at this law
school have not keened
my interest in the practice
of law. Nor have they
done anything to develop
my respect for the
humanity of the
profession. The process
has been slow, but
complete. Today I have so
little interest in law that
the fact that the university
cut off all my financial aid
for the third year of
school is barely disturbing.
The facu Ity and. the
administration the
powers that be -- are not
interested in the ideas of
students, especially if the
ideas concern the school,
the curricula, or how they
are managed. Achieving
change at this school
would require so much
effort and devotion that
the reward would not be
worthy of the task.
However, accepting the
law school as it is and
looking elsewhere for
personal satisfaction can
lead to some new
discoveries- discoveries
which anyone frustrated
with the total lack of
human spirit in the
practice of law might
happily explore. For me
the discovery is
community.
Community means a
new existence. First, it
means bringing together
into consistency one's
personal goals and ideals
with his life and his work.
After that, community
means finding others with
similar outlooks and
beliefs and beginning the
difficult, but rewarding
process of building an
entire community in
which people's ideals,
. aspirations, lives, and work
are in harmony.
The frustration with law
and law school has led me
to look outside the
university to satisfy my
life goals. I am now
unwilling to accept a law
job with the mere hope
that someday I will be in a
position to do something,
to satisfy myself, to
achieve a goal. I have
begun to seek to bring my
goals into my present
existence. Outside the
school I have found a
small but viable society in
which people have refused
to accept the frustration
of mass society and have
begun to create an
alternative, everyday
attempting to live and
work in a manner
consistent with their
ideals.
In Washington today
there are literally
thousands of individuals
who have joined into a
free community. Their
soceity is based upon a
whole system of
cooperation and
non-exploitation which is
beautiful in its simplicity
and its execution. Their
society is totally
non-competitive; it has no
strata based upon sex,
income, race, ability, or
re Iigion. People are
accepted as people. You as
yourself·-not you, the
lawyer. Not, "What's his
name? Oh, you know, the
law student at GW?"
The free community has
no government. It has no
office. The free
community is in the heads
of all these people. When
you meet one, you'll know
him. Some people feel the
community more than
others. Some are
intricately involved in the
first step of bringing their
own work and lives into
harmony with their goals
and ideals, creating a
lifestyle. Others have years
of experience in
community building and
are consciously working to
expand these alternatives
to spiritless existence.
The way to find out
more about the
community is to join it.
Live there. Don't go to the
SUburbs or the efficiency
on the eighth floor of a
highrise on New
Hampshire Ave. At the
heart of cooperative living
is the collective or
communal home. Living
coli ecti vel y presents
hundreds of new, difficult,
time-consuming problems,
but they are. human
problems, not mechanical,
monetary equations, with
answers in Gilberts. If
you've got a year's lease
and can't live there, then
join the community by
working there. No, there
aren't a lot of jobs in the
community «most
community people aren't
employed in the
community at all. By
working in the
community, I mean taking
part in its activities, its
services, its functions.
Elsewhere in this issue
appears an article on
GLUT, the food co-op.
Co-op food is better than
chain stores, and the prices
are lower. Shopping there
will help the community
because the increase in
volume will enable the
See LIVING, p. 8
GeHing Away From It All
by Jim Phillips
and Greg Hayward
Sixty miles from Key
Bridge heading Southwest
along Routes 29/211
brings you to Warrenton,
Virginia at the base of the
rising blue-green
Appalachain Mountains.
West of Warrenton you
cross the foothills and the
Shenandoah Valley on
Highway No. 211 to then
rise up 1800 feet to
Thornton's Gap in the
crest of the Appalachains
and to find the Skyline
Drive. The scenic roadway
winds along mountain
ridges snaking through
mountains from vista to
vista to acompany for a
short way (80 miles), and
share in the beauty of, the
Appalachain Trail on its
path from. Maine to
Georgia.
The Appalachain Trail
here through the
Shenandoah National
Forest has three-sided log
cabins built along the way
every 5 to 8 miles. These
cabins provide a cedar
shake roof, wooden bunks
for eight (doubling up, of
course), table, dry 'flat
floor, and all are close to
water. The large stone
fireplaces are crescent
shaped facing the cabin's
open side to reflect lots of
heat inwards and for
convenient cooking or
clothes drying. The trail
during summer months is
well traveled and the huts
impossible to have by
yourself. However, things
start tapering off in the
fall until by winter you
can hike all day usually
have the cold weather and
dry shelters to yourself.
In mid-October the
nearby Appalachains are at
the height of their fall
color. That's a time
everyone would feel better
had they met with the
land to witness a sunrise or
a sunset from along the
Appalachain Trail or
Skyline Drive. Soon after
the snow falls, usually by
December, cross country
skiers appear to slide off
on a quiet journey through
surreal landscapes of
muted color. Now we're
getting ahead of ourselves,
fall is a great hiking season
and winter will be on us in
its own sweet time.
The Appalachains of
four states are within
relatively close distance of
D.C. and provide a wide
variety of terrain for all
outdoor activities. In
future months through
this column, law school
hikers and bikers will tell
of favorite places and
hikes as well as general bits
of camping information
for those interested in
getting into the outdoors.
The time, inclination and a
sack lunch is all needed to
beqln exploring by day,
and after that it's just a
natural accummulation of
experience and equipment
that leads one into serious
backpacking.
We introduced our first
Advocate article with a
plug for the AT
(Appalachain Trail) for it
provides some of the most
spectacular and accessible
country around D.C.
That's great country for a
first hike or a fiftieth,
The Appalachain Trail
Club has assembled all the
necessary maps and trail
guides you could imagine.
They are available at the
following stores which are
in our opinion the best
outdoor trail supply
stores around:
Appalachain Outfitters
Route 123, Oakton, Va.
(quality equipment at fair,
on the high side, prices
and a friendly place. The
only really well equipped
outdoor store around)
Atlas Sports Store 800
E Street, N.W. [o.k. - not
great)
Sunny's Surplus 3342 M
Street, N.W. and 14th & H
Street, N.W. (watch out
for cheap shit along with
the low prices, but it is a
good place to buy odds
and ends while browsing
or for buying a cheap
day/book pack)
While getting away from
the city is one thing, living
enjoyably in D.C. is quite
another. [Now a lone
bicycle pedals into view].
The bicycle is a key asset
for anyone attempting to
develop an enjoyable and.
inexpensive relationsh ip
with downtown D.C.
There comes a high riding
down 21st Street, or up by.
the Embassies or over by
the Capitol that after a
couple of days will never
allow you to return inside
your hot stuffy car and
sitting out traffic jams or
hasseling traffic, noise,
lights, parking meters,
rip-off parking lot prices,
overtimes tickets and the
dreaded Denver boot.
There are a number of
local merchants trading in
3-speeds, 10-speeds, good
chains, locks, and their
repair. The tremendous
demand for bicycles
during the past two years
seemed to have caught the
local dealers unprepared
but we have had fair luck
with:
Tow Path Cycle 2816
Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
(1 minute walk from
GW) (Peugeot dealer)
Cycles and Sports 4930
Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
(Raleigh when he can get
them) Sports & Cycles
International 3181 Wilson
Blvd. Arllnqton, Va.
(Gitane dealer)
Patapscoe Cycle Ellicott
City, Md. (The best of all
the shops, but not very
convenient)
Ante-deluvian D.C. had
many good bike-paths and
places. The best now
under reconstruction is the
Towpath running 60 miles
alongside the C & 0 Barge
Canal from Georgetown to
Harper's Ferry, West
Virginia. Harper's Ferry
between its history and
the magnificant scenery
with the Shenandoah
flowing into the Potomac
beneath high granite cliffs
is well worth repeated
visits. The best biking
stretch runs from
Georgetown past Carter
Rock (10 miles out, where
you can practice or watch
rock climbing and
rappelling on cliffs above
the Potomac)and past the
Great Falls of the Potomac
to Seneca Village where
Seneca Creek joins the
Potomac. It's 14 miles to
Great Falls and another 6
to Seneca making an
enjoyable one day outing.
Rock Creek Parkway
had a new bike path now
being reconstructed. So its
back on the parkway once
again to journey up to the
National Zoo or beyond
where the park widens out
into grassfields with picnic
tables (some covered) and
stone fireplaces.
The Embassy area
be tween Massachusetts
and Connecticut Avenues
out to Wisconsin Avenue
and the Capitol Mall-Tidal
Basin area provides plenty
of territory for leisurely
bike wandering. Arlington
and Alexandria commuters
can now bike into the city
along a new path running
through the GW Parkway
and over Memorial Bridge
(convenient for Gw
students). Along this path
you can bike out to sit at
the end of National
Airport incoming landing
strip and at night enjoy
the lights and low
screaming jets directly
'overhead. Some strange
law students can be seen
on occasion taking out
their mid-semester
frustrations by screaming
themselves hoarse as the
planes roar in overhead
and no one can hear.
Long bike trips are as
easily found as driving out
into the mountains. D.C.
to the Shenandoah Valley
via Warrenton takes 6-8
hours and you have your
choice of going to the top
at Thornton's Gap or
cutting south .down the
valley into Washington
County, Virginia at
Spe rryv iIIe.
This has been just a
general beginning to hiking
and biking around D.C. In
future months, we'll talk
about hiking and camping
throughout the
Appalachains, along the
seashore, on islands in
Cheasapeake Bay, canoe
trips looking for a little
white water, bicycling,
cross-country skiing,
spilunking (caving), rock
c!imbing-rappelling, and
maybe, somethings about
renovating old stone
farmhouses or organic
gardening if that's on our
mind.
All suggestions or
questions will be taken to
heart. We don't plan to
bullshit any.
... Don't spend all your
time climbing paper
mountains** ...
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Living Well Is The
Best Revenge
by Jeff Menick
Welcome to Washington and the. National Law Center, or
welcome back, for those who have been around a while. D.C. is
becoming one of the nicest places on ~he East Coast to be. There are
always events of interest and excitement going on that will interest
someone. Many are even free, or relatively inexpensive. This is
intended to be a brief, introductory guide to activity outside of the
rigors of the classroom and some of the things you may want to do
to relieve the grind of academia.
As a student, there are discounts available on tickets to a large
number of pror'uctions in the D.C. area. With the exception of the
National 'heater, on Pennsylvania Avenue at 13th St., all of the
major centers for live entertainment offer some sort of student
discount policy. On productions in all three theaters of the J. F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, the Concert Hall, home of
the National Symphony, the Opera House, and the Eisenhower
Theater, which houses straight dramatic productions and some
Broadway type musicals, student tickets are available at 50% off.
The process is a bit complicated for buying two tickets because you
must have a separate student i.d. for each ticket you buy, and you
must go to the box office between 9 and 5 to buy the tickets. The
Center is very convenient to school, however, located just off
Virginia Ave. at Rock Creek Parkway.
Arena Stage, considered by some to be the finest regional theater
company in America, is on 6th S1. SW. Their policy has been to
allow reservations made 24 hours in advance for student seats priced
at $2.60 apiece. Without reservations, or on a busy night, you can
always buy standing room at that price and sit down in vacant seats
after the first scene. Much of Arena's season is sold out by
subscription, but as a student you can always get in to see the show.
The Washington Theater Club, on 0 St., near Washington Circle,
usually sells student discount seats about '12 hour before showtirne
at a substantial savings, but they are generally not available on
weekend nights. Ford's -Theater, on 10th St. NW has student
discounts for Sunday afternoons, with seats at $3.00. Back Alley
theater and Theater Lobby and some of the other theater groups
also have discounts for students, but their productions are generally
pretty inexpensive anyhow.
Some cinema houses also have student discounts (always ask at
the box office) but there are ways of getting around the high cost of
movies. Matinees are generally a dollar or two at most, and Saturday
or Sunday afternoon isn't such a bad time to go to a flick. The
Circle Theater, here at 21st and Penn, is D.C.'s best place for old
flicks. Tickets are $1.00 for matinees and $1.75 for evenings, but
you can buy discount books for $10, giving you 10 admissions any
time. Sometimes films are poorly cut, but generally you'll be
satisfied. Many movie houses out in the suburbs have $1.00
admissions Mon.-Thurs. evenings and if you go out during the week
you can always check to see what is playing in one of those
theaters.
The Janus and Cerberus Theaters also have a decent pricing
policy generally for first-run films. They are small, intimate showing
rooms, with matinees $1.05, weekday evenings $1.55 and weekend
evening performances slightly higher. The Janus is at Dupont Circle
on Connecticut Ave. and the Cereberus on MStreet, N.W. in
Georgetown.
The American Film Institute is involved in the historical
preservation of film as an art form. They have their national
headquarters and run a theater here in D.C. Membership is $5.00
per year for students and they are moving their theater to the
Kennedy Center this fall. They send all members bulletins of what
films will be shown and admission is $1.25 for members and $1.75
for guests.
Much of what I say about entertainment is based on the idea of it
being centered around couple-oriented activities. Dating is an
expensive proposition in D.C.; there are very few ways to go out for
an evening and spend less than $10. Dating is also as much of a
hassle here as any where else. Meeting people is basically a drag.
There have been some graduate student mixers both at the student
center and the campus club with open bar for about $1.50, so it's a
pretty cheap drunk even if you don't meet the ideal partner. The
cafeteria at the center is also an easy place to meet people, and the
undergraduate women are supposed to hang out a lot in the Law
Library to meet male law students, but I must admit that although
this is my fourth year here, I've never met any there.
The Campus Club, on G St., around the corner from the Law
school, and The Tombs, in the basement of the 1789 Restaurant in
Georgetown at 36th and N are two of the better collegiate beer halls
in the area. Both also serve a decent hamburger.
Nightclubbing in D.C. doesn't give you a big selection. The Cellar
Door at 34th and M is the only club in town that consistently has
name, nationally known entertainment. It is a great place to see
someone, because it is very small, and the warmth of the club has
made it a favorite place for a lot of performers who normally don't
like clubs. There is a cover charge of $3 per set and one drink
minimum, and reservations are always necessary, particularly for a
well-known rock or folk performer.
See EATING AND DRINKING, p. 8
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Eating and Drinking Guide to Fat City
Blues Alley, which is located in an
alley behind 1073 Wisconsin Ave., is
now the only club that consistently
features jazz, but the audiences are
almost always so rude that it's often
very frustrating to a music fan to go
there.
Mr. Henry's on Capitol Hill at 6th
and Pennsylvania Ave. SE is the place
where Roberta Flack got her start in
D.C. No longer owned or run by Henry
Jaffe, the club has been booking some
unknowns or record company promo
tours, and has not been doing too well.
There are other bars and clubs that
have music or performers, often local
people, some of whom are good. I
strongly urge you to see Emmy Lou
Harris before she gets famous wherever
she's playing. Keter Betts, one of
[azzdorn's great bassists, often appears
around town, as does Charlie Byrd. Art
Young is a fine pianist and Shirley,
Horne is one of my favorite singers in
the city, along with Beryl Middleton.
One rather unusual form of
entertainment that is finding a haven
and a great deal of popularity in
Washington is Bluegrass, and before you
put it down go over to the Shamrock on
M St. any Mon.-Wed. night and see the
Country Gentlemen or go to The Red
Fox on Fairmont Avenue in Bethesda to
see the Seldom Scene, on Tuesdays
only. A buck to get in and about a buck
beer, at both places-take along a group
of friends and find out why Grass is
becoming so popular.
Throughout the year I'll comment
on new places or people that I may not
be aware of, and I'm always open to
suggestions and recommendations -just
leave a note in the Advocate box and I'll
check it out.
Now one of my favorite topics
happens to be food, and in dealing with
food there are three types of purchases
to consider: lunch, dinner-either as a
date or for yourself and friends-and
grocery purchases for home,
Where you do your grocery shopping
will probably depend more on where
you live than on anything else, but
quality tends to be better in chain stores
in the Western part of the city and in the
suburbs. The Safeway International,
downtown, probably has the finest
meats in the city, and the prices to go
along with them. There are a couple of
food co-ops around, but talk to others
around the NLC for an evaluation.
Lunch is a hassle. For the most part
a decent lunch at a real restaurant in the
campus area will run close to $3
including tip. Not a bad price for a good
meal, but not something most of us can
afford every day. There are two delly
type places in the vicinity, The Purple
Pickle on Connecticut Ave. above
Dupont Circle and Kay's on G St. at
17th, where a corned beef sandwich and
cream soda will cost $1.75 or $2.25, in
that order, to give you an idea of prices.
The Galley, around the corner from
the student center, has fair subs at
reasonable prices, but it's only fair.
Armand's Subway, at 20th and P, is
better, but a bit of a hike at lunchtime.
There is a Burger Chef at Connecticut
and M, no tylcDonald's closer than 17th
and S.
The student center is pretty awful,
food-wise, but good for socializing, and
the Campus Club has the best burgers at
$.70 to $.85 around. Also more French
fries than one person can eat for $.35. A
mug of beer is also $.35. There is also
Leo's and Quigley's and the
BurBeeChick and the Pot of Gold, but
only when you are desperate. The Red
Lion Special is a good deal if you have
an evening course, and are in the mood
for a sandwich and a beer.
Throughout the year I will be
commenting on some of the myriad of
restaurants in the D.C. area, but for now
I'll describe some of the places I like to
go in different food and price
categories.
Some dear friends of mine recently
returned from a two year residency at
Stanford University in Palo Alto, and I
discovered that my pocketbook
standards of judging a restaurant
differ greatly from theirs. An
inexpensive restaurant is one where a
couple can eat for $10 or less, including
tip, not feel obligated to order drinks
and wine, and not feel unsatisfied.
There are very few of these restaurants
around, that I can return to very often.
Mama Ayesha's Calvert Cafe is a D.C.
institution and has even become chic in
recent years. Good Middle Eastern food,
with prices generally in the $3.50 range.
It is on Calvert Street NW just above
Connecticut Ave.
AV. Italian Ristorante is one of the
finest Italian restaurants in the city, but
inconsistent. Great pizza, the white
Living In the Community
From p. 6
co-op to reduce prices still further. However, shopping at the co-op,
alone, will not be joining the community. The real merger will begin
to occur when you shop at the co-op because you recogn ize and
value the fact that the co-op is a co-operative, run by all the workers
and consumers collectively, which exploits no one because it is part
of the very community it serves.
You can start to join the community by browsing through the
Community Bookshop with thousands of books sold at cost plus
operating expense. No profit or exploitation. Listen to WGTB -
non-commercial radio with alternative programming. Buy some
craftsware at Earthworks, the community crafts store. Put in some
time at a parents' cooperative day care center. Look for a job at the
Job Coop. Take a course in practical law at the People's Law
Institute. If you're sick, use the Free Clinic. Tear.h a course in
something you're interested in at the Washington Area Free
University.
All these organizations and more are part of the free community.
They are all casual and comfortable and, yet useful and efficient.
The people at each of them have found time for other people, for
those who use the service, and for those who just want to talk. You
can support the community by using them, and you can begin to
become part of the community, yourself, by getting involved with
any of them.
The time spent at law shcool can be a total waste. Law school, it
seems to me now, is only a place to learn a trade. Unfortunately,
most law students learn a lifestyle as well. Learn law so you'll have a
way to make a living. Get into the community so you can develop a
lifestyle compatible with life. If it all works out, perhaps law and
livinq can someday both be in harmony with your ideals. Think
about J law commune. The free community needs one.
pizza is unique-a sort of garlic bread
made with pizza dough, dinner can be
cheap or not, depending on your mood
and hunger. Located at 6th and New
York Aves., the outdoor cafe is great in
decent weather. Pappa AV imports his
own wines, and fixes the best Italian
seafood in the city.
Maria Rosa, on Old Georgetown
Road in Bethesda, is another good,
inexpensive Italian restaurant. and their
veal dishes are great. All the pastas are
homemade and the people who run the
place are great.
Don Pedro's, at 10th and H St. in the
Ebbitt Hotel, has the best Mexican food
in the city and also fits the inexpensive
category. Hongos, a mushroom dish I've
never had anywhere else, is a specialty,
and they carry Carta Blanca and Pearl
beers.
The finest seafood restaurant in
many miles is the newly-opened
Chesapeake Inn, on Wisconsin Ave. in
Georgetown, in the basement of the
Cerberus theaters. It just misses being
inexpensive, but a moderately priced
dinner for two should include wine and
tip for $12 to $25. Anything over $25
per couple is expensive and most of the
French restaurants in D.C. fit that
category.
The Chesapeake takes its name from
Busch's Inn on route 50 near Annapolis,
Md. Run by the people who run Bixby's
Warehouse, it is beautifully appointed.
The service is still very inexpert, but
most of the waiters and waitresses look
like our contemporaries. They are all
attractive people, Alberto, the manager,
is extremely personable and once he
gets things in order it will become a
fabulous place to dine, for the food is
great.
Chi n ese food can also be
inexpensive. During the past year I
raved about the Empress, on 15th and
Vermont Avenue, but my last trip there
was very disappointing. They have
obviously had some changes in the
kitchen, but I'll have to wait a couple of
more months before a final judgment is
made. In the meantime, the Yenching
Palace, on Connecticut Ave. at Porter
St., is the only Chinese restaurant I'll
wholeheartedly recommend. Good food
from different regions of China.
I'm not much on going out for steak
and potatoes, since I've never eaten in a
restaurant that made as good a steak as I
do, but a lot of people like Emersons,
with locations all over town. The steaks
are decent, and the. salad bar and free
beer make it a pretty fair value.
Le Steak, also on Wisconsin Ave. near
the Cerberus theater in Georgetown, is a
fine steak restaurant, ala francaise,
where dinner and wine will run about
$20.
The only two French restaurants I'll
mention now are at opposite ends of the
moderate range. Chez Robert, on M
between 18th and 19th, is an excellent
value, where dinner and a carafe of wine
will run about $15. La Nicoise, on
Upper Wisconsin Ave., in Georgetown,
is, for my money, the finest French
restaurant in the city. It will run $25-30
per couple, but it is well worth every
penny. The waiters sing and serve on
roller skates, and the atmosphere is
extremely congenial. Saturday night
reservations must be made at least a
week in advance.
As some of you may have noted, the
title of this column has been changed. It
began in order to talk about some of the
non-academic pursuits many of us
shared in common-sports, dating, food,
and other leisure time activities. This
year, thanks to the cooperation of
several major record companies, we will
spend more time on record and concert
reviews.
It would be impossible to comment
on every release 1 receive, not to
mention the hundreds of albums I don't
even get in a month, but I will try to
evaluate new releases by important,
famous, or very popular artists and
groups, and recommend newer. and
lesser known entertainers you may not
have encountered.
There have been an amazing number
of very good albums released since
classes ended last spring. There have
been some conspicuous failures also.
Manassas, by Stephen Stills and
friends is one of the successes.
Individual members of famous groups
usually make so-called solo albums
where they go into an ego trip by .
featuring themselves on all the cuts of
an album that imitates some of the
work they did very well as a group
member. Stills, who rose to fame as a
member of The Buffalo Springfield,
later joined David Crosby and the Byrds
and Graham Nash of the Hollies to form
a group uniquely called "Crosby, Stills,
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and Nash." They were later joined by
Neil Young, also of the Springfield, in
the group known by its acronym
CSN&Y. They were the supergroup of
supergroups, and the Crosby, Stills, and
Nash album contains one of rock
music's classics, Still's "Suite for Judy
Blue Eyes."
From that point on it was a long
road downhill for Stills, until Manassas.
The C,S,N,&Y albums, although
commercially o v e r'wh e l rnin qlv
successful, were artistically
disappointing, and the two Stills solo
efforts were mediocre and awful.
However, he seems to have gotten a lot
out of his system, for while he is
certainly a prominent part of Manassas,
he lets all of his compatriots share the
wealth.
The album itself, a two record set on
Atlantic, is so well put together that I've
been listening to it since April and
haven't gotten tired of it yet. Each side
has a concept and theme, and for a
change, the approach works. I most
enjoy the country flavored Wilderness
side, featuring Byron Berline's fiddle
and Chris Hillman, a former Byrd and
Burrito, on various stringed instruments,
The album has something for everyone
who likes rock, folk, or country.
It seems to me that for those of us
who have been in D.C. a while, we may
never be happy with Roberta Flack,
superstar. Roberta, for those who don't
know, taught school here and sang at
Henry Jaffe's Pennsylvania Avenue pub
for several years before striking it rich.
Currently, she is the most popular
female vocalist in the country, being
featured on jazz, rock, pop, and
middle-of-the-road stations. She
headlined the closing night showof the
Newport in New York Jazz Festival at
Yankee Stadium and sells out her
concerts all over the country.
The problem is she isn't really a great
concert singer, and she hasn't made a
record yet that has pleased those who
"knew her when." She is such an
electric performer that in the right
setting she can take an audience right
up, with no effort. Mr. Henry's was
great for her, Constitution Hall and
Yankee Stadium are not. Her albums
have featured love songs, which are her
forte, but tend to drag a bit.
Her latest release is a duet with
Donny Hathaway, on Atlantic, called
"Roberta Flack and Donny Hathaway,"
and it has some of the finest moments
she has ever recorded, and far exceeds
her last two solo albums. Hathaway, a
fine pianist and arranger, gained fame
locally while attending Howard U. They
combine on several up-tempo numbers
that show them both to good advantage.
The slow numbers again tend to be too
drawn out, but at least not everything
on the disc is a' 3% minute song
" stretched to 8 or 10 minutes.
There are times when I'll listen to an
album and wonder how any" record
company executive in his right mind
bothered to record this person. Two
recent examples were John Baldry
Everything Stops for Tea ... (Warners
2614) and Pamela Polland (Columbia
31116). Neither of these people can sing
worth a damn, and yet their records are
selling. Baldry had his friends Elton
John and Rod Steward help him put
two albums together, and except for the
cuts where they join in, the albums are
awful.
Pamela Polland traveled with Joe
Cocker and the Mad Dogs show and is a
friend of Ta] Mahal and Nicky Hopkins.
Why that qualifies her to record an
album is beyond my powers of
comprehension, but when a thirty-eight
second instrument riff of the Teddy
Bear's Picnic is the best thing on the
album, what more can I tell you?
Male chauvinism has always been
rampant in rock and roll, but for the
first time the women are making
themselves felt as an important presence
in the field. Fanny, with their latest
release Fanny Hill, has made a place for
the all-woman rock band, but to my
mind the Joy of Cooking is not only the
finest female-controlled rock group, but
one of the" finest groups making rock
music today. Their third album for
Capitol records, Castles, (11050) is a
real cooker. Toni Brown and Terri
Garthwaite are the lead singer and
songwriter of the group. They are both
in their early thirties and have grown up
with rock and roll. They have listened
and learned well, combining strong
poly rhythms, evocative lyrics, excellent
production, and strong musicality to
make one of the finest albums of the
year.
Another of the summer's great
albums also calls to mind food.
Dr. J. John, better known for trying to
bring voodoo into rock music, has made
an album called Gumbo (Atco 7008)
where the Creole seasoning is all in the
sounds. As Doug Kershaw created an
audience for Cajun country music, so
Dr. John (Mac Rebennackl has brought
New Orleans barrel house piano back
into rock and roll. Anyone who can sit
still listening to this album has lead in
their pants pockets.
Humor is a rare commodity in rock
music, but Randy Newman keeps trying
to maintain its importance in the idiom.
Every rock critic in the country loves
Randy Newman, and Sail Away is a
truly fine album. It is on the Reprise
label, and it includes some of his most
satirical lyrics ever. "Political Sciences"
suggests that we solve our foreign policy
dilemmas by blowing the rest of the
world away, except Australia, and when
Newman sings about its being "Lonely
at the Top," I have to chuckle. Don't
miss him at the Cellar Door in
September.
The New Riders of the Purple Sage
have been the backup group for the
Grateful Dead for a couple of years.
Last fall they did an album for
Columbia that was only fair, but this
summer they put it all together in
PowerGlide (Columbia), an amalgam of
great rock tunes, the best, "I don't need
no doctor" and "Willie and the Hand
Jive" I've ever heard along with some
fine country flavored "Hello, Mary
Lou" and "Dim Lights. Thick Smoke,
and (Loud, Loud) Music." A great
album.
There was even a record that had a
title that was accurately descriptive.
Kim Fawley, whom Capitol records is
promoting as the new dirtv old man of
the teeny-bopper set, came out with an
album called, appropriately, I'm Bad
and boy is he ever. Another big
promotional push was given to Nick
Drake, a British songwriter-singer who -
records for Island Records. His album,
Pink Moon, won't do much of anything
but create a lot of pink ink for Island.
On the other hand, there were
albums by a couple of newcomers that I
rather liked. Rick Springfield has been a
big pop star in Australia for a couple of
years, and Capitol has now brought him
here in an effort to make him into the
next David Cassidy. Singing about
Annie Goodbody doesn't strike me as
Cassidy's style, but Springfield has a
pleasant voice, and "What Would the
Children Do" is a very nice song.
Piano seems to be coming into its
own as a rock instrument, probably
thanks to Leon Russell and Nicky
Hopkins, the premier rock keyboarders,
but a New York session man, Mork
"Moogy" Klingman, has done a tour
~nd put out an album, Moogy, and the
Rhythm Kings that match Leon
Hopkins in technical ability. and shu
greater lyrical style than either.
album is on Capitol.
Perhaps the best new group I
heard in years, though, is called Eaq
Their album, on Asylum recor
contains one of the biggest top fa
hits of the year, "Take It Easy,"
has some of the finest country r
since the originul Byrds. As a matter
fact, the members of the group refle
musical background that includes
Byrds, Burritos, Linda Ronstadt,
has two songs by jackson Browne.
There are severai other albums t
I'll review next time, but as you can s
I have had a pretty pleasant summ
and listened to a lot of good rock,
between Beethoven, Chopin, Debus
and Scriabin.
For those who are interested
playing the record buying game, D.C
pretty good, price-wise. Where you sh
will be determined by your individ
taste, and whether price, selection
conversation is most important to y
The finest selection and m
knowledgeable sales personnel in
city are at the Discount Record a
Book Shops, one at Dupont Circle
Connecticut Ave., the other in Ch
Chase, on Wisconsin Ave. across fr
Saks. They discount most albums $1.
but always have whatever you want
stock.
If money is your primary conce
location enters into your choice. If y
live in the suburbs, E.J. Korvette's
be your place but you really have
play the game to win.
To illustrate, most popular a
classical albums are released at a $5.
list price. Korvette's normal price
$4.79, as is most every other reco
store in the area. However, they he
sales at Korvette's so often that if y
read their ads in the Sunday a
Wednesday papers, you can fino t
albums you want reduced to abc
$3.50.
Record City, on 13th St. between
and F, always sells its $5.98's at $3.~
the lowest regular price in the an
They also have a store in Bethesda
Fairmont Ave. Glen's Music, downtoi
and in Rockville, will occasiona
reduce its entire stock to $3.19.
Although most stores are okay abc
returns and exchanges on defecti
records, there are very few record she
where you can audition an album befc
you buy.
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S.B.A. President Sees Serious Struggle Ahead
On behalf of the Student Bar presenting it at a Faculty
Association, I wish to welcome meeting. A group called the Ad
you to the National Law Center Hoc Coalition formed last year
and to prepare you for the to discuss and act on student
serious struggle we students face grievances. The Coalition
this year. prepared a plan for
For m:my years the student reorganization of the student
government has been form but government which was adopted
not substance:neither actively by the students in a referendum.
representing the students nor The plan provides for a unitary
being allowed to participate in S.B.A., equal representation on
the decision-making process of all Law School Committies and a
the Law School. The following House Conference (6 Students, 6
examples speak for themselves: Faculty, 1 Dean) to make the
failure of the Faculty to even policy decisions of the Law
consider the results of a student School.
referendum on Calendar The new S.B.A. elected in
Reform, students missing exams April is pledged to student
being forced to wait six months power, representation and
to a year to retake them, only participation in decisions. Some
token representation on Law of its key goals will be:
School Committees: implementation of the rest of
Discontent with these and the new student government
other Law School policies that plan ( equal representation on
r e f le c t e d both student Law School Committees and the
powerlessness and the low House Conference). curriculum
priority their interests had with and scheduling reform, grading
Faculty and Admnistration led reform, calendar reform, and a
to action. Two students reat commitment of money and
prepared a make-up exam plan personnel by the Law School to
and won its approval after the Clinical Law programs.
I~~~~~~X >f~
U COCKTAILS PIZZA STEAKS ~
i ' ~
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To fulfill this pledge the
S.B;A. has chosen a negotiating
committee which has opened up
negotiations with the Faculty
and Administration to improve
the position of students in the
decision-making process of the
Law School. Thirteen S.B.A.
standing committees
(Grievances, Night Caucus,
Calendar Reform, Curriculum
Reform) have been set up to
work on student issues and meet
their needs. In an effort to
better represent all law students,
this year's orientation has
expanded providing a separate
orientation for night students,
and S.B.A. funding for a BALSA
run orientation for minority
students.
S.B.A. meetings are open, as is
membership in the standing
comm ittees. Elections for 1st
year representatives will be held
in the Fall.
We are seeking to bring about
as many positive changes in the
Law School as possible. The
tasks we want to accomplish will
not be easy. We will work with
the Faculty and Administration
on a basis of equality. Yet they
have their vested interests and
are not accustomed to having
their power questioned or
shared. We must persuade them
by being competent, responsible
and reasonable. The active
support of every student is
necessary if we are to succeed in
bringing about significant
change.
If you are tired of being
pushed around keep informed of
S.B.A~· action, join our
issue-oriented standing
committees and most of all,
define in your own mind what
kind of Law School you want to
be a graduate of and then be
prepared to support whatever
fair and necessary means are
required to accomplish that end.
James Kutcher
President,
Student Bar Association
I Student Acc'ts Alleged Deceitf:Al
by James Aaron
S.B.A. Day Vice President
As you know,' tuition
payment was due before July 31
in order to insure that
pre-registration would be
honored. Some of you may
recall that in May the then
newly elected S.B.A. tried to
represent the students' interests
in this matter. We learned of the
situation imposed by the
university admin istration shortly
after assuming office. Faced
with the simultaneous exigencies
occasioned by the transition of
government, final exam
pressured, and the rapidly
approaching end of the school
year, we never the less
recognized this matter as one
deserving serious attention from
your student government.
Consonant with our policy of
maintaining open lines of
communication with, and
providing avenues of input from,
the S.B.A. membership, we
conducted a poll. The
overwhelming majority of
studnets who responded
expressed their dissatisfaction
with the July 31 payment
deadline.
As all National Law Center
students know, due to the
myriad deficiences in the
existing curriculum, the few
worthwhile courses are often
filled early in pre-registration.
Those among us fortunate
enough to secure one of the
precious positions are forced to
assume the additional burden of
insuring their membership in
their selected classes by
complying with the premature
tuition payment requirement. As
far too many of us are fully
aware of at this point, failure to
meet this unconscionable
standard results in one being
faced with the unpleasant task
of piecing together a schedule
with the scraps left by the more
fortunate among us.
It's certainly highly unique
that one is required to make a
full one half payment over a
month before the service is
rendered. We fail to comprehend
why the university should be
allowed to enjoy the use of these
funds rather than the individual
students. In addition, the S.B.A.
expresses consternation with the
highly arbitrary manner in which
the policy was formulated;
apparently devoid of any'
sensitivity to the plight of the
student.
Ms. Angela Runge, Supervisor
of the Office of Student
Accounts, was charged with the
authority and responsibility of
enforcing the university imposed
regulation requiring premature
payment of fall tuition. The
S.B.A. immediately arranged a
meeting with Ms. Runge' to
.rernedv this grossly inequitable
situation. At this meeting S.B.A.
President Jim Kutcher, and Jim
Phillips, chairman of the Griev-
ance Committee, explained to
Runge that S.B.A. felt that the
premature tuition payment
requirement was illegitimate for
a variety of reasons: First, this
regulation discriminates in favor
of the affluent. Because of this
ill-conceived regulation these
students can literally buy their
way into the more popular
courses at the expense of those
less well-heeled. Second, this
regulation discriminates most
severely against those students
attending summer school.
Payment for courses meeting
during the second session is due
within less than one week from
the July 31 deadline. For many
summer students this already
difficult situation is exacerbated
by the fact that their very
attendance in summer school
fo ree loses employment
opportunities.
The focus of the discussion
with Ms. Runge was that some
exception should be made for
those with financial difficulties-
in contrast to those who could
pay, but felt preregistration
payment as a policy was wrong.
(Pressured by time
considerations Kutcher and
Phillips did not press the
fundamental issue of whether
the pre-payment was wrong, but
dealt with the financial hardship
situation on which they felt
there could be immediate
action.l
Ms. Runge agreed that this
policy could present a financial
hardship for some students. She
endorsed a more flexible
arrangement that would permit
students who could not meet
these stringent requirements to
demonstrate their good faith
commitment and to secure their
courses by making partial
payment. Ms. Runge promised
that the spirit of our
understanding, including
specifically the option available,
would be communicated to all
G.W. students in the letter
accompanying the tuition
envoice.
Much' to our surprise, upon
reading the letter, the main
thrust was the stress upon the
absolute necessity of making
payment before July 31;
Obscurely buried within the
body of the letter was an
invitation for those students
with "questions" concerning
payment to contact Ms. Runge.
Clearly, this invitation did not
fulfill the function of informing
those students encountering
problems of the availability of
alternative solutions. Of those
students Who did persist in
calling the Accounts Office some
were accomodated in their
financial difficu Ities and others
were not. Apparently, the vast
majority of students did not
have any idea that the
prepayment issue was negotiable
if they had financial problems.
The SBA hopes that a fairer
arrangement can be made in the
future.
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"After I was raped, I called
the police who, rather than
offering me solace and
support,mocked me and told me
that I was asking for it. I wish
there had been women who I
could have called who would
have accompanied me to the
hospital, police station, and to
court," moaned the woman.
Silence and shaking of heads
followed this all too common
tale of harassment and all too
common wish of assistance from
women. But this time one
woman listened and vowed to
start a service to aid women.
"He threw me on the floor
and stomped on my stomach
trying to kill the baby. All I
remember is shouting my regret
at ever marrying him and then
awakening in a hospital. The·
doctor told me I had miscarried.
Right there and then I decided
to leave him and after I was
discharged from the hospital, I
went to see a lawyer. To me the
divorce action was to be my first
step toward independence and
toward knowledge. Instead, the
lawyer refused to tell me
anything about the law and
implied the breakup of the
marriage was my fault. I had to
take to hustling to pay the
lawyer's fee," cried the woman.
Silence and shaking of heads
followed this all too common
tale of humiliation. But this time
one woman vowed to establish a
legal project to teach women to
do their own divorces.
These and other women who participating in feminist therapy
decided to stop commiserating should contact liz Milbrandt
and to establish services for 667-0948.
women have founded a Women's To rescue women from their
Center at 1736 R St., N.W. The dependence on gynecologists,
Woman's Center was the idea of women from the Free Clinic,
women who had needed legal, Healthwitches, etc. have started
health, and mental health the Women's Health Clinic.
services and found these services These women have been training
staffed by men who were themselves to teach self-help
unwilling to teach the women gynecology and general
about the service and who were preventive medicine. The Clinic
unwilling to modify the service will open in September to treat
to fulfill feminine needs. Woman women in all areas of medicine
from all over the metropolitan and to teach self-help. If
area began. to hear about the interested, contact Barbara
Center and flocked to it to start Lewis 667-0948.
projects. One after another The Rape Crisis Center is the
project was started Until today result of efforts by women,
there are five services operating many of whom have been raped,
out of the Center:Feminist to focus attention on rape and
Counseling, Health Clinic, Rape to support rape victims. The
Crisis Center, Liberation School, staff has been in operation since
and Women's Legal Defense May and provides escort service,
Fund. If you are one of those writes pamphlets, sets up rape
who is tired of martrydom and conferences, and teaches
ready to help build a community self-defense. The escort service
of women, then enlist in one of provides the rape victim with a
the projects described below or woman who accompanies her to
start one of your own. the hospital, police station, and
The Feminist Therapy court. So far, the women have
Collective is a collective effort written two pamphlets: "How to
by lay women and professional start a Rape Crisis Center" and
women to offer an alternative to "Forcible Rape in D.C." The
traditional psychotherapy. The telephone number for the Center
counselors have been training is 333-RAPE.
since April and have been The Liberation School was
offering services since July. They .formed to teach women skills to
provide individual and group help them become self-reliant
counseling and to date there are and economically independent.
two groups in operation. Women The education will include skill
who desire training as techniques (auto mechanics,
feminist counselors or of plumbing, carpentry) crafts,
(leather, macrame). and
information discussing classes
(women's history, women and
the law). The school will be a
resource center where women
can be referred to other women
who have skills they need. If
interested in teaching or taking a
course, contact Karen Kolias
333-3085.
To inform women about their
rights under the law women
within the Women's Center
began a Legal Counseling
Project. Since there was already
in existence an organization
doing the same thing named
Women's Legal Defense Fund,
the Legal Counseling Project
decided to become a part of
WLDF. WLDF was formed in
response to a growing realization
in the feminine legal community
that women still suffer
substantial discrimination in the
legal system. They are
frequently denied legal services
because of the absence of legal
precedent, the lack of
enforcement of existing
precedent or statute, or the
difficulty in finding a
sympathetic lawyer.
WLDF is rather like ACLU. It
maintains a fund of attorneys
committed to achieving legal
solutions for the problems of
women. The type of cases
handled by WLDF include
problems of credit and loans,
insurance, domestic relations,
and employment discrimination.
Current WlDF cases include a
damage suit against th
Alexandria and Virginia Schoo
boards on behalf of a marrie
woman who was forced to leav
an Alexandria high schoo
because she was pregnant, and
[clnt effort with NOW in
petition to the FCC to bloc
renewal of WABC's license 0
grounds of program an
employemnt discrimination.
WLDF is much more than a
organization of lawyers-most of
its members are not attorneys
and come from a diverse
economic, racial, and
occupational backgrounds .
.Through its various committees
WLDF offers women who are
not lawyers an opportunity to
learn law. One of the most
significant of these is the Legal
Counseling Project which
counsels and trains women to
counsel other women in the
areas of domestic relations,
credit practices, and
em pI ovrnent discrimination.
Women law students at NLC can
register under Law 346 to work
in the project of one or two
credits a semester.
The Credit Counseling Group
is designed to attack credit
problems in all possible ways.
Present plans include writing
letters to the credit managers of
local retail stores requesting a
written store policy regard ing
opening accounts to women
under various circumstances an
analyzing credit account
See FEMINISTS, p. 3
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The law school must expand its walls to include the urban environment in
which it is situated. - Jean Cahn
It has always remained the Law Center's intention to keep the University
removed from participation in the direct practice of law and to concentrate
our efforts on the academic end where we felt that we had the talent, energies
and basic knowledge. - Dean Robert Kramer
